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Trinuc1eon wave functions, based on the genera1ized R-matrix
methodo1ogy of Lane and Robson, have been previously shown to provide re-
presentative binding energies, charge radii, and S-wave asymptotic norma-
lization constants for the 3H and 3He sy<>tems. Iterein, R-matrix predic-
tions of D-wave asymptotic norma1ization constants, asymptotic norma1iza-
tion constant ratios, and D-wave parameters are ca1culated in order to
more fu1ly eva1uate the adequacy of mode1 wave functions. The R-matrix
ca1cu1ations genera1ly reproduce the ranges of the data and suggest that
model trinucleon wave functions are representative of the 3H and 3He sys-
tems and will be usefu1 in studies of (d,3H), (d,3He), and other trans-
fer reactions invo1ving 3H or 3He•

RESm!EN

Funciones de onda para trinucleones, basadas en la metodoloqía
de Lane y Robson de la matrix R qeneralizada, han ,~rrnitido ~reviamente
obtener en los sistemas 3H y 3He, las enerqfas de amarre renresentativas,
los radios de las carqas y las constantes de normalizarion asintótica de
la onda S. En este trabajo, con la misma metodoloqía. se calcularon cara
las ondas O, las constantes asintóticas de normalización, sus cocientes y
parámetros. Esto permite evaluar en forma más completa los modelos usa-
dos para las funciones de onda. Los cálculos reproducen. en forma gene-
ral, los datos experimentales y a~yan la hipótesis de representar a los
si~temas 3H y 3He por medio de funciones de onda para tres núcleos.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Trinucleon asymptotic normalizatíon constants are funda~ental
quantities which are important in assessing the accuracy oí 3H and 3He
W3ve functions. A knowledge of these constants is algo an essential as-
pect oí understanding transfer reactions within the distorted-wave Boro
a~proximation. (I1\1'BA) formalism(1-11). It is well known that A= 3
ground state wave functions contain D-state te~5 in addition to the dom-
inant S-state confi~ration(9,12-18). D-state effects have beeo ob-
served in a number of transfer reactions including the (~,3H), (d,3He),

and (~,r)reactions on avariety of target nuclei(1-4,6-8,10,11). For
example, it has beco shown that measurcments of the tensor analyzing
powers far the(d,3H) reaction are sensitive to the rresence of D-state
terms(lO,11) in the triton wave function. Therefore, analyzing power
measurements provide a means for obtaining inforMation about the D-state
components of the 3H and 3He wavc functions.

D-state components also have a profound impact on assessing
the accuracy of A = 3 nuclear structure calculations and upon the selec-
tion of the best choice of nucleon-nucleon interaction. It has been ar-
gued that the A = 3 asymptotic normal ization constants should be granted
the same fundamental status as the binding energy and charge radius(12).
When considered in conjunction Nith these quantities, asymptotic nonnali-
zation constants provide an additional criterion for selectiog the most
physical trinucleon wave function from a group which has beeo generated
frem a variety of realistic nucleon-nucleon intcractions.

The JX.lrposeof this paper is to extend the scope of our A = 3
calculations by determining theoretical D-wave asymptotic normalization
constants for the 'f1 and 'lIe systems(S, 13-18). The calculations will
a1so seNe to further detcnninc thc aecuraey of our detailed A= 3 wave
functions. These Nave functions have been previously sho~TI to yield
good binding encrp'ies,
constant5(S,13-18) and
warrantcd .
the use of

charge radii, and S-wave asymptotic normalization
ñlrther invc5tigation into their accuracy is

Since wave functions are <lO essential part of DlmA codes(19-24),
realistic wave functions eliminates a major theoretical uncer-
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tainty in transfer reaction calculations(S,lO).

2. EXPERI~IENfAL SlM1ARY

To date, the trinucleon D-wave asymptotic normalizatíon con-
stants have no! beco directly extracted from data. Indirect measurc-
ments, the ratio of D-wave (C ) and S-wave (Cs) a5ymptotic normalization

D . (1-4 6 8)constants and the D-wave parameter D2, have beco detcrmlned .,
The D2 parameter is a measure oí the importance of the trinucleon wave
funetían component in which the nucleon moves with orbital angular momen-
tum L = 2 relative to the deuteron center of mass (4). The D-wave parame-
ter D2 is defined as(ll)

=
f dr r" U2 (re)• e eD2 = - ( 1)

15 f dr r2 Ua (re)• e e

where r is the coordinate between the nuclcon and the centcr oí mass ofe
the deuteron (see Fig. 1, Ref. 16), U2(rc) is the radial wave funetían
in the r coordinate with L= 2, and Uo(rc) is the L= Owave funetían.
The defi~ition applies to both 3H and 3He. As a matter of notation(9) ,
D2 represents the D-state parameter for 3H and D~ represents the corres-
p:mding quantity for 3He. In a similar fashion, Co and Cs refer to 3H
asymptotic normalization constants aOO C~ and c~refer to 3He quantities.
The label C refers to the inelusion of the Goulomb interaetion in the
model hamiltonian and S and D refer to an~lar morncntum zero and twa,
respectively.

A comparison of model results with measurcd D2 and Co/Cs valucs
is eomplicated because of both theoretical and experimental uncertaintics.
As noted earlier, uncertainties in the nuclear interaction prcsent a
theorctical complication. From an experimental vicwpoint, the valucs of
es are not well determined(2S-27) bec~use of the inhercnt difficulty of
neutron measurements. There 1S also a wide range of D~ values(1-4) which
are between -0.22 fm2 and -0.339 fm2.
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3. TIlEORYAND FORMULATION

The model far the A= 3 S-wave asymptotic nonnal ization constant
problem was recently presented in Re£. 5. The A = 3 system is modeled
within the Lane-Robson R-matrix methodology(28) using the equation

o (2)

where H is the A = 3 hamil tonian (16) and ~ A and b
A

are the reduced
widths(29) and logarithmic derivatives ass~ciated ~ith the expansion
states IA)(16). The expansion states are introduced in order to describe
the nuclear wave function ('11) \¥ithin the interaction reRion, r -';;a , in. e e
a11 channels:

(3)

The be are related to the radial wave funetían in the physical chan-
neIs (e) and provide the connection between the interaction region and
the various two-body break-up c~1nnels(13-18). The AA are expansion am-
~Iitudes which are determincd by the solution of Eq. (2). Additional
details concerning the roodel, basis st..1tes, oscillator rrodel space (4hw),
and method oí solution oí the model equations are found in Reí. 16.

In Reí. 13, an effective interaction far oscillator basis
sta tes was detennined far the A= 2-4 systems. Recently, this interaction,
based on the Sussex matrix elements (30). has been extended to inelude
the A= 5 systcm(31). The effective interaction, the modified &1ssex in-
teraction, leads to realistic structure and reaction properties in A = 2-5
Systems(13-18.31). The modified Sussex interaction will be discussed in
more detail in section ~.

The A = 3 wave funetions. Eq. (3). are wri tten in tenns of the
interna1 coordinates r12 and re (see Fi~. 1. Ref. 16). For 3H, r12 is
the coordinatc which joins the two neutrons and Te is the coordinate be-
twcen the centcrs oí mass oí the dincutron and the proton. Using these
coordinates, the tri ton wave function is defined in terms of the basis
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sta tes

(4 )

where ~L(r) are radial wave functions(32), YLM(r) are spherical harman-
ies normalized over the unit s~here(33), X(S12,53,S) are spin wave func-
tions Tepresentin~ the spin coo~lin~ structure of the A= 3 5ystem, 512
is the result of coupling the spins of the two neutrons (51 and S,), 53
is the spin oí the protan, and S is the total srin rcpresenting the cou-
pling oí 512 and 53" The an'p'ular momentun and spin coupling 5tructure
oí the triton expan5ion functions lA) can be explicitly re9re~ented by
the A = 3 angular momentum coupling diagraM SUJJll\3rizedin Fig. 1 of
Ref. 16. Specifically, the orbital angular momenta LI, and LB are cou-
pled together to form the total orbital angular momentum L. The total
angular momentum of the basis state (J~) is obtaincd by couplinp, the to-
tal orbital angular momentum and the total spin. For the 3H and 3He

, 1+ground states, J has the value 2 .
(5 13-18) * *As noted in other work' • the (r12,TB) coordinates are

chosen to facilitate antisymmetry requirements. l~wever, formulas fer
3ft asymptotic nonnalization constants require coordinates which have a
deuteron plus neutron rather t~1n the basis state coordina tes of a dineu-
tron plus proton. The desired transformation between the original expan-
sion states (;12';B) and the recoupled states (r13,re) are develo~ in
terms of standard angular momentum recoupling coefficients and unequal
mass 'Ioshinsky brackets(34-36). In the Ci-13,Te)coordinates, <13 is the
deuteron coordinate and the rcmaining nucleon is joined to the deuteron
center of mass by the re coordinatc (see Fi~.1, Ref. 16).

Following Friar et al. (9), the D-state asymptotic normaliza-
tion constant (CD) for 3H is defined as

e-Bre
re
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+ e ..re
o

[1 + B;e + B23r~]

3

{ { Y2 (re) ~S2 }"2 (5)

~ncre es is the triton S-state asvrnntotic normalization constant(5,9),
YL(r

C
) is a spherical hanoonic wi~h. the ~1 index su!"mressed(9), S2 is the

srin of the neutron (~+) in the re coordinate, $d(r13) is the deuteron
W3ve function, and ~(r13.rC) is the triton wave tunction. The an~lar
momentumof the QUantitics in the curly brackcts (a @ b) are coupled to
the value indicated by the superscrint(s) aboye the right bracket oí a
eoupling set la ~ bls. The quantity B is given by

1

B [~ ( 11':1 - lE 1 ) ]"2 (6)
3h2 d

~nere Mis the reduced mass in thc d + n channel, h is Planckts constant
divided by 2•• ¡~Iis the model tri ton binding energy. and IEdl is the
model deuteron binding energy.

The deuteron wave function is obtaincd from the solution oí
Eq. (2) with the harniltonian(16)

H ~V2 V~1'3 13 + 13 (7)

and the basis sta tes IA(;l3). The resulting deuteron ~ve functíon
~~d(rI3) contains both L= O and L= 2 components:

(8)

where the A~ are dctennined from the solution of &1. (2) with an A = 2
hamil tonian and cxpan~don functions.

Using thc straíghtforward although lengthy, inversion approach
of Frair et al. (9), Eq. (S) can be recas! in a form wnich yields an ex-
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plicit express ion far en:

- 2110 ¡;¡ J
3 B

o

(9)

where Mo is thc mass oí a nucleon, UN L (are) is a radial wavc function
+ (9) e e + Ain the re coordinate ,and the ket l~d(r¡3)' YL(re), 52 is defined as

1+

l~d(i\3),YL(Te),52) 11YL(re)@52 }j Q~d(i\3) }2. (10)

In Eq. (10), j can assume the values
spin oí 1+, j is limited to ~ ar ~.
written far C~.

Lí ~. Since the dcuteron has a
A similar expression(9) may be

4. HlDEL INTERACfION ANO ITS PROPERTIE5

One oí the majar ambiguities which one cncounteTs in a calcu-
latian oí the present kind líes in the selection oí an appropriatc form
far the nuclear interaction. Although it is desirable to keep as close
as possible to forms suggested by the observed nucleon-rnlcleon scattering
data, it is known that modifications to the interaction can he expected
to arisc when the model space is truncated(37). Instead oí attcmpting
the complex task of generating the required modifications to thc nuclear
intcraction by direct calculation, we have sought a two-body cffcctive
interaction which gives reasonablc results within our model space (4hw)
for the binding energies and nns radii of the nuclei 2H, 3H, 311c and 4He.
The inclusion of the 2H system is required because thedeutcron wave func-
tion is important in the description of A = 3 fragrncntation into a nucleon
plus a deuteron. An interaction which describcd 2H, 31Iand 3He would
fulfi11 the goal of this ~~per. However, including the constraint of
properly describing 4He permits additional reactions to be consistently
investigated via DWBA calculations -Le. (4He,n), (ltlle,p). (ltHe,d).
(ltHe,3H), (ltHe,3He), and similar reactions involving: excitcd states of
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4He. Although this paper concentra tes on the A:=3 wavefunctions, the
model interaction is applicable to heavier systems.

Results obtained with a variety of shell-model forces(38-41)
failed to satisfy our criteria for a suitable interaction(13). On the
other hand, results obtained with the Sussex interaction(30) suggest an
effective interaction candidate is possible if suitable modifications
are initiated(13). Unfortunately, the converp,ence Tate with respect to
maximum oscillator encrgy is slow and the various nuclear systems do not
converge at the sarne rateo For the prcsent apnlication, 2H and A:=3
wave functions are requi red and the effect ive interaction TJUst account

for the convergence differences oí the A = 2 and A::3 systems. Typical
convergence results(41,4Z) obtained with unmodified Sussex matrix ele-
ments are Riven in TabIe l.

TABLE I

~hximurn oscillator
energy (hw)

2

4

6

8

~ (extrapolated)
experiment

a) Re£. 42.

b) Re£. 41.

1.2
0.1

0.9

2.1

2.21

1.6

3.6
4.1

4.4
5.5
8.48

16.0

18.9
20.0

22.8

28.3

Table l. Binding energies of f~w-nucleon clusters calculated with unmo-
dified Sussex matrix elements.
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Given OUT binding energy and rms radius criteria. it was de-
cided to consider effective interactions of the form

V modified Sussex = e v Sussex (11 )

where e is a strcngth parameter oí arder unity. The pararneter e and the
oscillator size parameter b(30) were varied inrlependently. (~£it5 to
the ground sta te oroperties of ioterest, given in TabIe JI, were obtained
for e = 1.168 and b = 1.60 fm. Within our 4hw JOOdel space, the JOOdified
Sussex interaction a1$0 predicts a 4 percent D-state probability in the
deuteron ~round state and yields a 3H - 3He CoulOMb ener.v.ydifference in
agreement with experimento The changes íTom the original Sussex matrix
elements implied by our choice of e are typically of tbe same order of
ma~itude as the expectcd uncertainties in the matrix clcments them-
selves(30). In addition, the interaction of Eq. (11) ~,s been sbown to
a150 lead to a realistic description oí the structure oí the A= S sys-
tem(31).

TABLE JI

Cluster
Experimental

bindin,< enerRY
(~1eV)

r-wel bindinp.
ener,IZY
(MeV)

Experimental
nns radius

(fm)

''''delnns radius
(fm)

211 2.21 1.77 1.95 1.70
311 8.48 8.07 1.70 1.67
311e 7.72 7.33 1.88 1.73
"lIe 28.30 28.30 1.63 1.53

Table II. properties of few-nucleon clusters using the modifipd SUSSP.)(

interaction.
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5. RESULTS AND DISClISSION

The r('sul ts of R-matrix calculations of B aOO D-wave asympto-
t le noma! izat ion constant va lues are sUITJIlari zed and compared wi th
data(43) in Table 111. The R-matrix model uses a point Coulomb interac-
tion far 311e. As expt'Cted, no Coulomb inteTactiao 15 included in the
R-matrix 3H hamiltonian. A~ noted in Ref. S, the R-matrix B values far
3H and 3He are in very close agreement with the experimental values de-
rived from measu red 211, 3H and 3He birxling cncrgies. The R-matrix val-
ues are within one percent of. the experimental B valucs. Even thoup,h

the R-matrix values are in ap,reement with the data there is no ,guarantce
that physical asymptotic nonnal izatioo constants are 9,cnerated by the
R-~1trix wave functions.

TABLE III

0.516
0.516

0.0963
no! measured

0.486
0.483

C~('ile)

0.1029
not measured

Reference

this work

43 (experiment)

Table III. D-state asymptotic normalization constants in the A= 3 sys-
temo

The modcl Co and C~ values summarizcd in Table III are 0.0963
and 0.1029, respectively. As noted carlicr, therc are no direct measure-
mcnts of D-wave asymptotic normalization constants. Therefore, the va-
lidity oí the R-~1trix calculations is difficult to assess. However, a
clearer und~rstandin~ of the D-wave trinucleon wave function components
is possible by considerjn~ mcasured Co/C

s
' C~/c;, D2 and ~ values(1-4.6,8).

~bdel and mcasured D2, ~, e IC and Cc/r:::- values are COl'TlP<1red
in Table IV. The experimental C IC r~ti~ is a~utSO.048(6) - 0.051(8)

o s
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which is well reproduced by the R-matrix model result of 0.05J. Since
the model Cs value (1.88Z(5)) is close to the experimental range of 1.61
to 1.82(26,27), a realistic value for Co is suggested. The Co/Cs ratio
and the experimental Cs values predict a Co value of 0.08 - 0.09 which is
in reasonable agreement with the R-matrix value of 0.0963.

TABLE IV

D
2
(3H)

(fu2 )

-0.2080
-0.279t O.OlZa

D~(3He)
(fu2)

-0.2102

-0.339b

-0.37
-0.Z2

0.051

0.051 t 0.005
0.048 t 0.007

0.053

Rcferencc

this ~rk

3,4 (cxperimcnt)
3,4 (experiment)
1(experiment)
Z(experiment)
8(experiment)
6(experiment)

a) (a,3H) measurement reportcd in both Refs. 3 and 4.
b) (d,3Hc) measuremcnt reported in both Refs. 3 and 4.

Table IV. D-state parameter and asymptotic normalization constant ratios
in the A = 3 system.

The model predicts a CC/CC value of 0.053. Without ce/Ce data,
D s D Sa comparison of the model results is difficult but an est~te oí ce is

possible by assuming that C ",ce and C ",ce(9). Furtherroore, an ass~ss-
L s s D Dmen! oí ce from the model result is less clear than in the 3H case bc-ocause the model ce value (1.948) is larger than the experimental range

1.79 - 1.8Z(zs,Z6r. The experimental C~ range and Co/Cs ratio suggest a
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~ value of about 0.09. The R-matri< value of 0.1029 is close to the
estimatcd valuc (0.09).

The situatlon concernin~ the D2 and D~ parameters is complica-
ted by uncertainties in the experimental measurements(1-4). Hbwever,
the R-matrix calculations validate the theoretical prediction of Friar
et al. (9) that

Friar et al. fin<!&l. (12) holds to better than 1.1 per cent.
R-matrix calculations ~Tedict agreement of Eq. (12) to within
cent.

(' 2)

The
,.045 per

The magnitude of R-matrix D2 and O; values are smaller (in
magnitude) th~n the mcasured 02 values. Specifically. the R-matrix 02
value is about -0.21 fm2 and the experimental value of -O.279í 0.012 fm2
is no! rcproduced by the model. The experimental O; values lie within
the range of -0.22 to _0.37(1.4). The R-matrix model su~~ests a value
of -0.21 fm2 which lies sli~htly outside the experimental range.

6. CONCWSIONS

R-matrix calculations, based on the modificd Susscx interac-
tion and the Lane-Robson theory, are shown to lead to A= 3 D-wave
as)mptotic normalization constant5 which are supported by e le measure-o sments. ~bwever, the model D-wave parameter values are somewhat outside
the experimental ranges. The R-matrix calculations generally lead to
consistently good results for the binding encrgies, charge radii and
asymptotic nonnal ization constants in the A = 3 systcms wi th the major
uncertainties occuring for the 02 and D~ parameters. Since R-matrix
trinucleon wave functions provide a reasonable description oí A = 3 bioo-
ing cnergies, charge radii and asymptotic nonmolization data, the model
provides useful wave functions for A = 3 nuclei. The ~-matr:ix model can
be uscful in constructing 3H and 3He wave functions for use in Il'ffiA cal-
culations oí (d,311) and (d,3He) transfer reactions.
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